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Quelle: Gas for Climate (2020): European Hydrogen Backbone.
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Fraunhofer IEG
Locations
North Rhine‐Westphalia
„Georessources, Energy Storage and
Systems Transformation“ in Bochum,
Aachen and Weisweiler; in close
cooperation with RUB, HBO and
RWTH.

„Open District Hub“ in Jülich; in
close cooperation with FZ Jülich and
RWTH.

„Analysis of Sector‐coupled
Infrastructures“ in Karlsruhe; joint
research group with Fh‐ISI.

Brandenburg
„Energy Infrastructures“ in
Cottbus; in close cooperation
with BTU Cottbus‐Senftenberg

Saxony
Local branch for „Energy
Infrastructures“ in Zittau; in close
cooperation with HSZG.

Global CO2 Emissions [Gt]

Climate targets require full climate neutrality between 2040 and 2055

Source: IPCC 2018
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Towards net‐zero emissions in
the EU energy system by 2050
Industrial Innovation – Pathways
to deep decarbonisation of
industry Part 2
A Clean Planet for all

 20 Scenarios

GHG Mitigation

Meta‐Analysis of main recent EU scenarios on GHG‐neutral energy systems

 GHG‐Mitigation
 2030: 41 to 77 %
 2040: 70 to 93 %
 2050: 90 to 100 %
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Source: Wietschel, Hebling, Ragwitz, et al. 2021, Study for the
National Hydrogen Council (NWR)
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Source: Wietschel, Hebling, Ragwitz, et al. 2021, Study for the
National Hydrogen Council (NWR)

Three components will define the future of hydrogen transport options
None of these questions can be answered independently! Therefore new
models are needed to consider the relevant interactions.
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Infrastructures

Supply

What is the hydrogen
demand expected in
different sectors?

To which extent should
energy be transported by
electricity and gas?

Where will green hydrogen
be produced? At which
costs?

Which spatial distribution of
demand will be expected?

What is the impact of the
interaction between gas and
electricity grids on their
topology?

What is the contribution of
transport cost compared to
generation costs?

Three components will define the future of hydrogen transport options
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Demand for hydrogen and synthetic fuels for end use sectors in Germany



Very large range in
estimates of demand for
hydrogen and synthetic fuels
between 180 and 1000 TWh
in 2050



This corresponds to
10-50% of the final energy
demand in 2050!



Industry and mobility sector
dominate demand



Relevance in the heating
sector is seen differently, but
only relevant after 2040
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Source: Wietschel, Hebling, Ragwitz, et al. 2021, Study for the
National Hydrogen Council (NWR)

Which industry sectors will use hydrogen as a feedstock or fuel?
Forecast - Open database of energyintensive industry in Europe
 Database of energy-intensive industrial
sectors: cement, basic chemicals, glass,
iron & steel, non-ferrous metals, nonmetallic minerals, paper, refineries

Zement
Chemische Industrie
Glas
Eisen und Stahl
Nichteisenmetalle
Nichtmetal. Rohstoffe
Papier
Raffinerien

 In particular hydrogen demand can be
calculated, site specifically based on known
reinvestment cycles
 Coverage: ca. 5500 companies in the EU –
based on the emission registries E-PRTR**
und EU-ETS***
 Spatial resolution: NUTS 3
Sources: P. Manz, et al. Sustainability 2021, 13(3), 1439, Fraunhofer ISI
European Pollutant Release and Transfer Register
European Union Emission Trading System

2050 EU‐Industry: Demand for hydrogen and e‐fuels 950 TWh in
95%‐GHG‐mitigation Scenario
Hier eine Abbildung rein

 950 TWh demand of
hydrogen and e-fuels in
2050 in the EU
 Strong increase of electricity
demand (+48 %
2050 compared to 2015)
 Hydrogen consumption
mainly as feedstock

ICF/Fraunhofer ISI, 2019

METHOD
Four Steps Towards Site‐specific Hydrogen Potentials

1

Establishing a comprehensive dataset
of industrial plants for NW‐Europe

2

Defining hydrogen‐based technologies
at process level

3

Calculating future hydrogen demand
potentials at plant level
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Databases:
 Considered sites: 85 sites BE, 182 DE, 223 NL, 99 FR, 5 LUX
 Chemical, Iron and steel, Non‐ferrous metals, Non‐
metallic minerals, Food, Paper and printing included in
database
 Process level allows high technology detail

hydrogen‐based
technologies

Annual production
output

Option 3, 16 pt
LT Com Light, 14 pt. Dolor situs cum habilitarum
Visualisation and mapping of results
itum dolor situs ipsum est

Temperature level

TRL 1‐9
Plant
Level

Specific energy
consumption

TECHNICAL POTENTIALS
NUTS3 RESOLUTION
 Concentration in 12 major hot‐spot regions
with a high technical demand potential:

Tata Steel
IJmuiden
Port of
Rotterdam

• DE: North‐Rhine Westphalia, Saarland and
Ludwigshafen

Zeeland
cluster +
Antwerp

• NL: Port of Rotterdam and Zeeland
• BE: Antwerp
• FR: Dunkirk
• Likely anchor‐points for hydrogen
infrastructure

Steel in Duisburg
area

Steel in
Dunkirk
Chemelot
chemicals

Steel in
Saarland

Chemicals in
Ludwigshafe
n

Three components will define the future of hydrogen transport options
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Where will green hydrogen be produced? At which costs?
Renewable energy potential at high resolution

 Analysing hydrogen generation
potentials and costs requires detailed
modelling of LCOE of renewable
energies and conversions processes.

 Though MENA and several other
regions have superior RES conditions,
transport costs could set this off.
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Quelle: Pfluger et al (2018)

Generation Costs [€/MWh]

 High potentials of renewable energy
sources (RES) in Europe, but imports
could be attractive.

Specific costs [€/MWh]

Costs of Wind Power

Import of synthetic fuels (E-fuels) - Generation costs of green hydrogen *

** Transport costs for new H2 pipelines:
10 – 30 € / MWh / 1000 km
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Source: * Jensterle et al. 2019 (LUT-model)

** Source: AGORA (2021)

A KEY POLICY TO INCENTIVISE GLOBAL SUPPLY
H2‐GLOBAL
 H2‐Global

 Figure for H2‐Global

 ..

Source: The H2Global Mechanism (h2‐global.de)

Three components will define the future of hydrogen transport options
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First plans for future hydrogen grids in Europe have been published
 Common features:
 70‐90% of the future hydrogen network will be based on the
conversion of existing natural gas pipelines.
 The costs of retrofitted pipelines will be a factor of 3‐4 below
newly built pipelines.
 BUT, these plans do involve an integrated system planning.
 Modelling a more realistic structure requires

Source: Gas for Climate:
European Hydrogen Backbone

 Considering the interactions between supply, demand and
infrastructures for electricity, natural gas and hydrogen
 Cost optimization of the energy system
 Dynamics of storage, electricity and gas

Source: FNB: NEP Gas 2020‐2030
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Models for the analysis of integrated energy systems
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Quelle: FNB (2021):
Netzentwicklungsplan
Gas 2020–2030

Quelle: ÜNB (2021):
Netzentwicklungsplan
Strom 2035, Version 2021

Models for the analysis of integrated energy systems
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**Quelle: Infrastructure Outlook 2050: A joint study by Gasunie and TenneT on integrated energy infrastructure
in the Netherlands and Germany (2019).
https://www.gasunie.nl/en/expertise/system-integration/infrastructure-outlook-2050

Phase II ―Pathways to 2050
A joint follow-up study by Gasunie and
TenneT
of the Infrastructure Outlook 2050

District

Models for the analysis of integrated energy systems
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Quelle: Pfluger et al (2018)
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Models for the analysis of integrated energy systems
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PyPSA‐EUR‐SEC: Optimized hydrogen network
 Covers 33 countries in the ENTSO‐E area*
 Up to several hundred nodes
 Hourly time resolution (down‐sampling possible)
 Ability to focus on certain regions
 Through allocating higher resolution to countries
of choice in comparison to others
 Model currently includes two networks
 Electricity transmission grid based on ENTSO‐E
data
 H2 network was included recently based on
different publicly available data of the existing
natural gas infrastructure
Networks layout of a 256‐node model representing the European
coupled energy system
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Source: Brown T, Hörsch J, Schlachtberger D (2018) .

*All ENTSOE countries except Cyprus and Iceland

Pan‐EU level modeling
H2 demand distribution in two example scenario
Colorless scenario
300 TWh H2 in 2030
All H2 colors allowed

Green scenario
200 TWh H2 in 2030
Only green H2 allowed

Pan‐EU level modeling
What happens if blue/grey H2 options are taken out?
 Total electrolysis capacity reaches 40
GW in both scenarios

Colorless scenario

Green scenario

 H2 network capacity
 16 TWkm vs 30 TWkm
 Total H2 storage capacity
 3 TWh vs 4 TWh
 Electrolyzer operation
 3.300 FLH vs 4.890 FLH
 Total system cost
 Increase by ~16 bn EUR/a
(but this depends strongly on the
gas price)

If fossil hydrogen options are not available or restricted, demand for
networks and storage increases and the electrolyzers have to operated
differently.

PyPSA‐EUR‐SEC: Results of example model run for 2050

Figure 2: Optimised hydrogen grid
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Figure 3: Spatial distribution of investments by technology

First conclusions on the planning of the European H2‐infrastructure
 Restrictions for expansion of the electricity
transport grid lead to higher capacities and
transport volumes for hydrogen
 When restricting the electricity grid
expansion to the capacities of the TYNDP,
more than 50% of the overall transport is
based on hydrogen.
 The expansion of the electricity grid by
more than 50% of the current capacity
reduces the total costs by more than 30 bn
€.
 The models allows for a better
understanding of the needs and the
degrees of freedom of infrastructure
transformations.

Source: own calculations
* TYNDP: Ten Year Network Development Plan
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Conclusions
 Sector coupling will be a dominant property of future climate neutral energy systems.
 The share of electricity based sector coupling, hydrogen and synthetic fuels is characterized by high
uncertainty in current studies.
 Besides uncertainties in general input data the challenge of fully integrated modelling of sector coupled
infrastructure is a main reason for the broad spectrum of results.
 Most studies show a high demand of hydrogen, therefore dedicated hydrogen infrastructures will be
needed.
 The detailed assessment of hydrogen demand and supply at high spatial resolution is needed in order to
determine the topology of the infrastructures.
 Fully integrated modelling of demand, supply and electricity, gas / hydrogen / heat infrastructures at
high resolution are required to assess the optimal energy infrastructures.
 Therefore models for grid‐based multi‐energy‐systems are needed.
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Q&A

Source: Rheumalis 2019
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